“FCB”
BIB-STYLE
BAG FILTER

“FCB” BIB-Style bag filter housings are our unique design, and are
designed and manufactured in South Africa to accommodate
higher flow rates while retaining the standard housing dimensions.
The BIB-style housings accept a BIB-style filter bag which has almost
90% more surface area than a standard #2 bag, and can thus permit
a much higher flow rate than the standard bag. The higher flow rates
require bigger inlet and outlet ports, and thus the BIB-style housing is
made with either 80mm NB or 100mm NB flanged ports. The range
of “FCB” BIB-Style bag filter housings is offered in many alternative
configurations, with the standard being floor-mounting, with
horizontal inlet and outlet ports.
Operating Pressure
The standard unit is suitable for 1000 kPa operating pressure, and is
tested to 1200 kPa. Higher pressure versions are available to special order.
Materials of Construction
Standard material of construction for the “FCB” BIB-Style range is
all-304 stainless steel, but carbon steel or 316 stainless steel are
also available to special order. Carbon steel units are supplied
untreated internally, and with primer and two coats of enamel paint
externally. Stainless steel units are supplied in glass bead blast, matt
industrial finish. In all cases, the internal bag-retaining basket is in 304
stainless steel.

Filter Bags
“FCB” BIB-Style bag housings accept a BIB-style filter bag. Best seal
is obtained by using bags having moulded plastic bag-to-housing seal
rings. For higher temperatures, bags with wire ring seals can be used
(a bag-lock device is fitted when using these bags to ensure the best
possible bag-to-housing seal).
Flow Rate
The BIB-style filter bag can accommodate a water flow rate up to
70 m3/h, although for best bag life and quality of filtration, the
recommended max flow rate is 60 m3/h. For flow rates higher than this,
consider the use of the Multi-Bag filter fitted with either Standard #2
bags of BIB-style bags.
Flexibility of Design
Because the “FCB” BIB-Style range of bag filters is designed and made
in South Africa, purpose-made versions can be manufactured on short
lead-times and with little price penalty. Heating jackets, high-pressure
designs, non-standard port orientation and duplexed units for
continuous flow are all examples of what is possible.
Ordering Information

Cover Securing Mechanism
Standard “FCB” BIB-Style housings are supplied with three swingbolts enabling quick-release of the filter cover for bag changeout.
BIB-Style Basket
The “FCB” BIB-Style range of bag filter housings is fitted with our
unique BIB-style basket which permits flow through the outer walls of
the bag as well as through the inner walls of the centre part of the bag.
Accessories
All “FCB” BIB-Style bag filter housings are supplied with:
• 1 x vent (1/4” BSP plugged socket)
• 1 x drain (1/2” BSP plugged socket)
• 2 x gauge ports (1/4” BSP plugged sockets)
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